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Abstract—Ever since the commercial offerings of the Cloud
started appearing in 2006, the landscape of cloud computing
has been undergoing remarkable changes with the emergence of
many different types of service offerings, developer productivity
enhancement tools, and new application classes as well as the
manifestation of cloud functionality closer to the user at the
edge. The notion of utility computing, however, has remained
constant throughout its evolution, which means that cloud users
always seek to save costs of leasing cloud resources while
maximizing their use. On the other hand, cloud providers try
to maximize their profits while assuring service-level objectives
of the cloud-hosted applications and keeping operational costs
low. All these outcomes require systematic and sound cloud
engineering principles. The aim of this paper is to highlight the
importance of cloud engineering, survey the landscape of best
practices in cloud engineering and its evolution, discuss many of
the existing cloud engineering advances, and identify both the
inherent technical challenges and research opportunities for the
future of cloud computing in general and cloud engineering in
particular.

Index Terms—Cloud Engineering,Cloud Computing

I. INTRODUCTION

Cloud Computing is a term coined for service-oriented com-
puting on cluster-based distributed systems.From a user per-
spective,it is an attractive utility-computing paradigm based
on Service-Level Agreements (SLAs),which has experienced
rapid uptake in the commercialsector.Following the lead of
Amazon Web Services (AWS)1, many Information Technology
vendorshave since developed “utility,”“cloud,” or “elastic”
product and/or service offerings – from IaaS to SaaS [1] or
even human work as micro tasks [2],[3]. Apart from specific
feature set differences,all cloud computing infrastructures
share two common characteristics: they rely on operating sys-
tem virtualization (e.g.,Xen, VMWare,etc.) for functionality
and/or performance isolation and they support per-user or per-
application customization via a service interface,which is
typically implemented using high-level language technologies,
APIs, and Web services.

This highly customizable,service-orientedmethodology
offers many attractive features.Foremost,it simplifies the

1aws.amazon.com

use of large-scaledistributed systemsthrough transparent
and adaptive resource management,and simplification and
automation of configuration and deploymentstrategiesfor
entire systems and applications.In addition,cloud computing
enables arbitrary users to employ potentially vast numbers of
multicore cluster resourcesthat are not necessarily owned,
managed,or controlled by the users themselves.By reducing
the barrier to entry on the use of such distributed systems,
cloud technologies encourage creativity and implementation
of applications and systems by a broad and diverse developer
base.

Today, cloud engineering, i.e., the processof building
systemsand applications for cloud environments, can be
considered a relatively mature field.In fact, being “cloud-
based” can safely be assumed to be the default for the majority
of newly implemented applications.Also, there have been
years of research devoted to cloud engineering, e.g., published
in the IEEE International Conference on Cloud Engineering
(IC2E). The computing world,however,is constantly chang-
ing. New technologies such as Docker and Kubernetes, which
revolutionized application packaging and deployment,have
been developed.Emerging application domains such as IoT
and AI have imposed new requirements on the cloud beyond
those for traditional Web applications.Cloud engineers today
have access to a vastrange of higher-levelcloud services.
Clouds have become increasingly more decentralized with
geo-distributed cloud infrastructures;this trend being further
exacerbated by the emergence ofedge computing.All this
means thatcloud engineering as a discipline has undergone
major changes and continues to do so.

In this position paper,we – the organizers and the steering
committee members of IC2E – identify significant trends that
we expect to dramatically change, or which we have ob-
served already changing cloud engineering. We start by giving
an overview of today’s bestpractices in cloud engineering
(Section II). Then we discussthe main trends which we
have identified and their implications for cloud engineering
(Section III) before concluding the paper.
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II. BEST PRACTICES IN CLOUD ENGINEERING

Cloud engineering introduces a number of new challenges in
a software engineering,operations,and maintenance context.
Cloud applicationstypically invoke existing network-facing
services through published API and amalgamate the resulting
functionality, possibly also serving it through an API. As
a result, APIs form the units of computationaland storage
composition which raises the levelof programming abstrac-
tion, and places reliability, performance,and maintenance
requirements on the services that export them [4],[5].

Thus, severalnew practices have emerged for engineering
cloud applications and services thattake these new require-
ments into account.These practices principally address four
important characteristics of cloud-hosted services and applica-
tions: lifecycle,scale,composition,and cost.

Cloud services are often long-lived. At the same time,
because the software does not package and ship to a distributed
community of customers,it can be updated “on-the-fly” and
transparently to its users.Moreover,users interactwith ser-
vices via APIs.As long as the APIs are stable (or accretive)
in terms of their functionality,users are unaware (and indeed
cannotbecome aware) of the service implementations.These
features allow cloud applications and services to be far more
responsive to changing userrequirements than shipped and
packaged software.

As a result, Agile Software Engineering [6] processes have
become the predominantsoftware engineering methodology.
An Agile developmentprocessis one in which small to
medium-sized teams constantly evolve the software to meet
an ever-changing set of requirements. Rather than engage in a
complete requirements gathering and then a software specifi-
cation process ahead of all development and testing, Agile de-
velopmentgathers requirements constantly and incrementally
changes specifications,so that the software is never “too far”
out of step with the latest set of user needs and/or expectations.
Developerswork with specifications (called tasks) that are
scoped so that they can be completed over short time durations
(typically two weeks or less). A set of tasks, once completed,
forms a user story which describes a specific user experience
that the software is designed to support.Ideally, user stories
can be completed during a single (short) developmentcycle.
As a result, the software is always ready to “release” partial
functionality (described by userstories)at the end of each
development period. Agile software engineering embodies the
notion that the lifecycle of the cloud service is typically
far longer than the lifetime of functionality associated with
any specific user requirements.That is, the software is never
“done,” but rather always in a constantstate of modification
reflecting the changing needs of users and applications.

Technologies such as Continuous Integration/Continuous
Deployment (CI/CD) “pipelines” have emerged to support the
more responsive software engineering processesthat cloud
engineering fosters.A CI/CD pipeline is a set of services
that developers use to make updates to a shared codebase.
Rather than “locking” the code base,CI/CD systems rely on
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Fig. 1: Main pillars of cloud engineering.

intelligent merging operations so thatconcurrentupdates can
take place continuously and any conflict can be identified
immediately.The design of these merging operations is not
well-understood in a generalsense.Ideally, all mergesare
managed by the CI/CD pipeline automatically, but, in practice,
the developmentand testing teams mustdevote considerable
effort to designing merge operations and practices foreach
software project.

Another feature of CI/CD technologies is that each soft-
ware merge triggers one ormore delivery operations.Since
Agile promotes “ready-to-ship” development, the goal of most
CI/CD pipelines is to test the “readiness to ship” with each
merge event and to provide immediate feedback to developers
as to the status of their latest code contributions to the
codebase. Designing the altering and feedback mechanisms for
a specific CI/CD instantiation is also not a well-understood
general process.If developersuse the CI/CD pipeline as
intended, they can merge contributions rapidly and frequently.
At the same time, such mergeswill not necessarily leave
the software in a “ready-to-ship” state.Accurately capturing
the state of the software from merge to merge is currently a
bespoke practice for most software projects. Another challenge
is how to assert quality of service of a group of software
artifacts [7]–[10].

Resource Management and scale (in terms of resource
count, i.e., scaling in/out as well as up/down) is also an
aspectof cloud engineering thathas required new techno-
logical approaches.More properly, it is not the scale of the
resourcesthat can be incorporated into a cloud service or
application but rather the speed with which the scale can
be changed up or down. In particular, clouds automate the
provisioning and de-provisioning of resourcesand services
under programmatic control. Because humans need not be “in
the loop” when resources are committed orreleased,cloud
engineering must consider how,when,and why resources are
automatically provisioned and/or de-provisioned.Thus,cloud
developers must often consider developing automation control
as part of their developmentactivities [11], [12]. Further,
because scaling responsesmay be driven by user activity
(and not physics),successful feedback-control methodologies
from other disciplines (e.g., chemistry, aeronautics,signal
process,etc.) are often ineffective or failure-prone.Further,
unlike the services themselves,testing this control system,at
some level, can require a significant commitment of resources.
Future research thatenables this developmentto take place
economically in conjunction with the development of service
functionality is needed.

Combining Agile developmentprocesses,CI/CD technolo-
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gies to support those processes,and automated resource con-
trol has led to new maintenance practices for cloud engineered
servicesand applications.In particular, because developers
must create code thatcontrols the operation ofthe services
when deployed and because CI/CD allows for frequent releases
and service updates,many engineering organizationsuse a
DevOps model [13]. In a DevOps setting, the development
team includesmemberswith operational skills (ideally, all
developers on such a team have such skills) and the respon-
sibility for running the software for its users is shared by
the developmentstaff rather than by a separate Information
Technology (IT) organization.

Conjoining developmentand operational responsibilities
within the same team both fits the Agile and CI/CD process
models more congruently (compared to a “traditional” siloed
development and IT organization) and improves the quality of
testing during development(since developers are ultimately
responsible for their code’s operationalstability). The design
and composition of DevOps teams,however,varies consid-
erably from project to project. Ideally, all developers share
operational responsibilities equally. However, from a practical
perspective,developerand operationalskill sets vary,often
substantially, within a team. The organizational principles that
lead to effective DevOps teams,particularly when geograph-
ically distributed and at scale,as well as the technologies
necessary to supportsuch teams are both active areas of
research.

With service APIs (and notprogramming language primi-
tives) as the fundamental unit of application program compo-
sition, code reuse becomes a challenge for cloud-engineered
applications.Specifically,APIs are high-level and,thus,often
specialized to specific service functions;so, composing an
application from multiple,previously implemented APIs can
lead to sometimes unresolvable functionalconflicts (between
service dependencies) within an application.

One approach to addressing this composition problem is
to structure services so thattheir APIs are as “narrow” and
simple as possible. These Microservices promote service
reuse and effective testing since individualAPIs necessarily
implementsimple functionality,but it creates challenges for
the applications that are composing the APIs. Specifically,
the proliferation of APIs creates the need fordevelopers to
discoveravailable microservices and determine the specific
functionality associated with each API. Becausethey are
services (and notlibrary calls), they are often stateful.Thus,
an application that calls a microservice, encounters the current
“state” of the service (i.e., the service does notnecessarily
restart from a known state when the application begins us-
ing it). Reasoning aboutthe current state associated with a
proliferation of services within the application code creates
significantdebugging challenges.Resolving these challenges
in a CI/CD context remains an important research question.

Finally, the rental model that most clouds implementas
a charging policy for cloud usage requiresthat developers
consider monetary cost as part of development. Fixed capacity
(non-cloud) data center resources operate on an amortization

basis with respect to accounting. The resources are charged for
when they are provisioned and the “up-front” cost is amortized
(often including depreciation) over time. Cloud resources,
famously,are available on a “pay-as-you-go” basis,meaning
that as applications automatically provision resources,their
owners are only charged for the resources that they provision.
Similarly, when an application releases resources, the recurring
rental charges for those resources also end.

The advantage of this approach is that, in principle, it
is possible for an application to optimize the cost of the
infrastructure it consumes wellbeyond what is possible in
a fixed-capacity/amortization model.The disadvantage is that
developers mustnow reason aboutapplication infrastructure
costs thatfluctuate as the application uses cloud automation.
Furthermore,the adoption of microservices exacerbates this
problem since each service may carry its own unique rental
cost structure. Simply predicting what the monetary cost
associated with an application will be is a significant research
challenge. Finally, large-scale clouds often use eventually con-
sistentstorage to implementtheir accountreporting features.
Thus, even when a developmentteam has engineered a cost
monitoring and predicting controlsystem for its application,
it may need to rely on information that is many hours old.
If the automated resource provisioning features malfunction,
building a purely reactive system to detect and stop significant
cost overruns may notbe possible.Thus, designing and im-
plementing cost control features for cloud-engineered services
and applications remains an important research challenge that
has not yet been fully addressed.

A side effect of the frequent provisioning and de-
provisioning of resources – both driven by the rentalmodel
and CI/CD pipelines – is that cloud systems are deployed and
torn down frequently.This makes manual system deployment
prohibitively expensive and implies thatthe usualimperative
installation scripts will frequently encounter errors which
they are ill-equipped to cope with. As a solution, so-called
Infrastructure as Code (IaC) has emerged. In IaC, developers
specify the desired deploymentoutcome (resources,installed
systems) in a declarative way, while the IaC framework asserts
that the desired state is reached [14], [15]. Chef, Puppet,
Terraform, and Ansible are examples of widely used IaC
frameworks.See Fig.1 for a high-level overview of the main
pillars of today’s cloud engineering.

III. ONGOING AND FUTURE TRENDS IN CLOUD
ENGINEERING

In this section, we will give an overview of what we
perceive as the main trends in clouds and how they affect
cloud engineering.

A. Decentralizing the world
Traditionally, the cloud is about economies ofscale,thus

leading to centralization. This means that today a large part of
the world’s applications and data resides in the data centers of
a few major players.While this has obvious benefits,it also
has a number of disadvantages,which is why initiatives will
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approach this from various angles or have already started to do
so. For one,governmentagencies in charge of antitrustlaws
and regulations will be increasingly interested in the activities
of the leading cloud players.On the other hand,blockchains
as a grassroots movement towards decentralizing computation
have evolved. In either case, the implication is that future cloud
users will often work with multiple cloud providers – this is
usually referred to as cloud federation [16].Typically, cloud
federation software abstracts the specifics of particular cloud
services,providing its own APIs and formats to use cloud
services and specify required service levels.This addresses
vendor lock-in, as users develop their applications less against
a specific cloud provider’s environment,but instead against
a federation library,having the federation software translate
and encapsulate the specificsof multiple cloud platforms.
Moreover, many cloud federation tools also automatically
selectand combine cloud services from multiple providers,
given specifications ofrequired services and service levels,
automating allocation tasks and raising the level of abstraction.
For example,cloud federation tools can provide accessto
virtual machines,storage,networking,as well as higher-level
cloud services and APIs,taking into account prices,SLAs,
and data protection regulations [17]–[19]. The cloud federation
approach has recently received considerable attention in Eu-
rope, especially around the GAIA-X project2 and as a counter
proposal to the hypercentralization into very large data centers
and very few cloud providers. In this context, we expect
important research to be conducted and novel approaches to be
developed that help users make sense of and optimally utilize
multiple cloud offerings from edge to cloud infrastructures and
different providers.

B. Edge and fog: the cloud is no longer isolated
The cloud offers many highly useful propertiessuch as

elastic scalability,on-demand billing,low total cost, and the
illusion of infinite resources.At the same time,however,the
cloud is often quite far from the end-users,which means that
end-users willoften experience relatively high latency when
interfacing with the cloud. While this is acceptable for the
Web-based workloads native to the cloud,it introduces prob-
lems for emerging application domains such as interconnected
driving, e-health, or even smart homes [20]. Another problem
besideslatency is bandwidth limitations: even today, it is
completely impossible to send all created data to the cloud for
processing.The majority of data are, hence,discarded [21],
[22]. Furthermore,this problem is bound to become more
pronounced since the number of sensors and IoT devices is
growing faster than network bandwidth.Finally, centralized
clouds are problematic from a privacy perspective:When all
data are stored in the same location in the cloud, linking
information from different sources can be done fast– even
at scale [23].

All these problems have atleast partially been addressed
with the emergence of fog and edge computing in which

2https://www.gaia-x.eu/
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Fig. 2: A layered architecture of cloud, edge, intermediary fog
nodes,and IoT devices (Figure source: [24]).

additionalcompute nodes closer to end-users (“edge nodes”)
as well as on the way towards the cloud (see Figure 2)
are combined with existing cloud services [20]:Latency is
addressed by having parts of applications and data closer to
end-users, bandwidth limitations are addressed by preprocess-
ing and filtering data at the edge [25], [26], and privacy is
supported through strategies such as decoupled data hubs or
multi-staged filtering [23].

For cloud engineering,this meansthat the cloud is no
longer the only place where application code is running and
that runtime environments are becoming much more hetero-
geneous.In this sense,parts of the application and its data
may be deployed on the edge,in the network between edge
and cloud, or even on embedded devices[27], [28]. This
means thatcloud systems need to be designed forvarious
runtime environments, need to be ready for migration without
much pre-warning, need to be able to disable resource-hungry
features when running on more constrained nodes,and need
to be able to tolerate much more frequentfailures. For data
management,this is particularly challenging due to the wide
area replication [21],[29]–[31]. For this, we can likely reuse
past research on cloud federation,e.g., [16], [32].

C. LEO Internet: bringing data directly into the cloud

Traditionally, the connection from end-users and devices to
the cloud is via cables (and possibly via radio for the last mile).
This also allows network providers to insert edge and fog
intermediary nodes on the path from end device to cloud.On
an abstract level, the existing networks resemble a set of trees
that are interconnected near their rootnodes via the Internet
backbone. Today, we see an alternative way emerging in which
low Earth orbit (LEO) satellites interconnected in a grid layout
can directly be accessed anywhere on Earth [33] (see Figure 4).
Such LEO constellations,e.g.,the ones deployed by SpaceX’
Starlink (see Figure 3) or Amazon’s ProjectKuiper, leverage
their low orbits to provide low latency, high bandwidth Internet
access.From a cloud provider perspective,this is highly
interesting because they can directly connectend devices to
the cloud while they are “yetanother leaf” in the tree-based
fiber Internet. In fact, this might be one of the reasons behind
Amazon’s Project Kuiper.
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Fig. 3: Overview of Starlink’s phase I LEO satellite constel-
lation (figure source: [39]).

The first generation of LEO satellites are essentially dumb
pipes: a ground station connects to a satellite, satellites forward
the requests via inter-satellite links untilit is downlinked to
the destination ground station.It is, however,very likely that
the next generation of LEO satellites will include compute
infrastructure [34]–[38], e.g., for running application code
closer to end users [38],[39] or to reduce bandwidth usage
via a LEO-based content delivery network [40].

For cloud engineering,this meansthat existing systems
do not only need to be extended towards edge and fog (or
work together with dedicated systems),but that they also
have to be extended to the LEO edge,i.e., a LEO satellite
with compute capabilities.Key challenges there willbe very
limited resources (e.g., due to space restrictions) and having no
physical access for servicing the device. Finally, LEO satellites
are permanently moving, i.e., are not geostationary.Many
systems rely on always connecting clients to the same server,
e.g., for caching or sticky sessions.Hence,creating virtual
geostationarity is arguably the main challenge.

D. IoT and AI are becoming the main applications

When the cloud started to become popular, it was primarily
used for Web-based applications,which could thus cope
with being slashdotted by quickly scaling their application
resources.The second application type thatemerged in the
cloud was what was later called big data,e.g., the New York
Times’ TimesMachine [41], as large amountsof resources
could be provisioned and released on-demand.In the third
wave, we saw businessesmove their traditional enterprise
systems to the cloud to save costs. While all these applications
still run in the cloud, we nowadays see many IoT and AI

(a) Traditional network topology. (b) LEO Internet topology.

Fig. 4: In traditional networks, requests traverse a hierarchical
tiered topology. In the LEO Internet, clients communicate
directly via ground-stations and inter-satellite links which form
a dynamic grid-like topology (figure source: [40]).

applications appearin the cloud. In the following, we will
briefly describe five types of such applications– both for
cloud-only and mixed cloud/edge environments.

1) Data collection at the edge: Currently,we are experi-
encing a paradigm shifttowards the so-called tactile Internet
applications driven by the emergence of single-digit millisec-
ond latency in mobile 5G networks.In such applications,we
usually use IoT devices (e.g., sensors)that are rather tiny
and unable to run complex computation.Processing and data
storage is handled on more powerful edge nodes in the vicinity
of the IoT devices that are capable of running machine learning
(ML) models locally on the edge,e.g., as in edge ML [42].
After local decisions based on the IoT data,data are often
aggregated and moved to the cloud for further processing [23],
[24], e.g., to retrain ML models or for secondary use of such
data.

The main challenge for cloud engineering is that IoT devices
are often low-costhardware with high failure rates.Further-
more, sensor aging, software failures, or various network
problems may lead to missing or incorrectdata.In the short
term, such data failures will lead to wrong decisions on the
edge.When data,however,are propagated to the cloud,such
flawed data will affect decisions in the long term. Hence, data
forwarded from the edge to the cloud should always be taken
with a grain of salt and should never be assumed to be com-
plete, correct, and up to date. While there are first approaches
in this regard,e.g., [43] which uses ARIMA and exponential
smoothing,dealing with data quality issues remainsa key
challenge for cloud engineering.Another challenge,in the
case of IoT applications which often rely on pub/sub,is the
question of data transport: Where are brokers deployed, where
are messages filtered, how do brokers interact, e.g., [44]–[46].

2) Geo-distributed Data Analytics: As more and more
data is generated by end-users and IoT devices,there is an
increasing need for analyzing this data to extract useful, timely
information. However,much of this data is generated atthe
edge and is highly geo-distributed. Collecting and aggregating
all the data to a centralized data centeris infeasible due to
bandwidth,cost, and latency constraints.As a result, there
have been research effortstowards building efficient geo-
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distributed data analytics systems and algorithms [47]–[51].
Cost is an important consideration for cloud users; there
is a wide diversity in the cost of computing,storage,and
networking costs within and across cloud providers, that must
be taken into account [52]. A key research challenge is to
dynamically identify the right combination of cloud providers,
data centers,and edge resources for data analytics to provide
the user-desired cost-performance tradeoff.

For continuously-generated sensorand IoT data, timely
analysis is essentialto generate actionable results.This re-
quires streaming analytics systems that are designed for geo-
distributed environments,with many dispersed data sources
as well as distributed computation resources.Such streaming
analytics systems must be able to utilize both edge resources
(for timely in-situ processing)and cloud resources (forag-
gregating distributed data).Research efforts have focused on
designing stream computing systems for geo-distributed envi-
ronments [53]–[55] that can identify the best strategies to place
and schedule analytics tasks across multiple data centers.Re-
cent work has developed mechanisms for adaptability and fault
tolerance [56], multi-query optimizations [57] that can take
advantage of common data and operators,and algorithms to
achieve the best latency-traffic-accuracy tradeoff [58]–[60] in
generating timely results. A key research challenge is to extend
such efforts to highly heterogeneous edge-cloud environments
and to support diverse applicationsfrom traditional query
processing to video/image processing and machine learning.

3) Model training and distribution from cloud to edge:In a
geo-distributed setting, e.g., as in edge computing, ML models
are usually trained in the cloud before distributing a smaller
or reduced version of the modelto the edge for inference in
the vicinity of end-users and devices [61].When deploying
ML models over geographically distributed edge nodes,non-
stationarity arises as a challenging problem.Due to environ-
mental changes,models thathave been learned and trained
and finally distributed to edge nodes might become inaccurate
and, in the worst case,not valid anymore.Inefficient model
(re-)distribution mightbecome a performance bottleneck.In
traditional data centers,non-stationarity is solved using so-
called online learning, where models are trained in batches as
new data arrives. Applying online learning in a geo-distributed
setting bears several problems in terms of sustainability, where
distributed ML models can be independently trained and peri-
odically synchronized through a centralized parameter server.
The frequency of such synchronization controlsa tradeoff
between modelstaleness and network load.While there are
some approaches for this,e.g.,[62], [63], a key challenge for
cloud engineering is the question of when and where to train
and update models and how to distribute them to the edge [64].

4) Training deep learning models in the cloud:As cloud
providers started to provide GPU access, it enabled deep
learning practitionersto train larger deep neural networks
(DNNs) which are otherwise difficult to train with limited
cluster GPU resources.To leverage distributed resources for
training larger DNNs with terabytes of data, practitioners
often need to resortto either modelparallel or data parallel
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Fig. 5: Clouds play an integral role in supporting ML lifecycles
from data collection, model training, and model storage to
inference serving (figure is adapted from [65]).

model learning approaches.The former is often used when
model memory requirements surpass the single-GPU memory,
while the latter allows distributing processing of mini-batches
to different GPU nodes.As such, one of the key questions
is how to synchronize model parametersamong different
nodes for high training throughputand converged accuracy.
Prior work innovated in the SGD protocoldesign space and
investigated questions such as when to send gradients [66]–
[68] and what gradients to send [69]–[71].With the need for
training DNNs beyond convolutionalneural networks [72],
[73], DNN training remains a challenging cloud engineering
problem – even with the emergence of serverlesstraining
services [74], [75]. Additionally, as the training scenario shifts
from dedicated clusters (one training job per cluster) to shared
clusters,problems such as resource provisioning (with cheap
transient resources) [76],[77] and GPU scheduling [78]–[80]
still remain unresolved to effectively trade-off cluster utiliza-
tion and training accuracy and throughput. Edge resources and
micro-data centers close to data sources can be utilized for
distributed DL training [81], which requires solving challenges
of data distribution and resource heterogeneity.

5) Deep learning inference in the cloud:As deep learning
models are widely deployed for user-facing cloud applica-
tions, we are witnessing a surge of inference workload.We
define inference workload asexecuting one or many deep
learning models to produce results forend-users [82]–[86].
Regardlessof whether we are using CPUs or GPUs for
inference executing,an inference requestoften goes through
logical steps of loading models and waiting in queues.As
prior studies demonstrate,model loading time can be orders
of magnitude higherthan other inference time components
using currentdeep learning frameworks like TensorFlow or
with serverless computing [86]–[90].One näıve solution to
reduce model loading time is to keep models in memory;
this might work well for popular models but can lead to
low resource utilization for less popular models. The resource
utilization problem is further exacerbated in the cloud when
needing to manage many deep learning models ofdifferent
popularity in parallel. An interesting research question is then
how to manage a large number of deep learning models given
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dynamic workload to satisfy performance objectiveswhile
lowering resource costs [91].One promising direction is to
design deep learning-specific caching algorithms to manage
main memory resources and minimize the performance impact
of the model cold startproblem [87]. Formulating the model
management problem as a caching problem allows leveraging
rich literature on caching; however,questions such as how
to incorporate the relatively slow PCIe transfer to GPUs and
effectively use virtualGPU memory remain unsolved.Other
potential directions for addressing model loading performance
include devising partition schemes forunified memory and
dynamic resource provisioning.

The accuracy of deployed deep learning models might
gradually deteriorate due to reasonssuch as conceptshift-
ing [92]. To maintain desired accuracy level, recent work often
employs online training or offline retraining, sometimes called
continual learning [93]. Despite the algorithm advancement
for continuous learning, key questions such as how to monitor
and detect accuracy degradation, when to schedule continuous
learning jobs,and how to balance the resource requirements
of training and inference jobs in shared clusters remained
unsolved.One challenge in detecting accuracy degradation
is the lack of ground truth data.Recently,researchers have
leveraged offline powerfuldeep learning modelsto exploit
the “benefit of hindsight” to reduce the efforts in data la-
beling [94]. Such approaches promise to prioritize improving
model performance on more difficult corner cases by detecting
errors after the fact and supplying new labeled data.As real-
time detection of accuracy degradation is challenging,prior
work often resorts to heuristic approaches (e.g.,periodically
or driven by new training data) in determining when to trigger
retraining [95]. Given that the benefit of continuous training is
hard to quantify, it can be interesting to treat it as a best-effort
workload and devise scheduling algorithms to manage shared
clusters with a mix of interactive and best-effortworkload.
While the question of retraining in mixed cloud/edge cases is
mostly driven by the tradeoff between staleness and network
load, the focus in cloud-only scenarios lies in detecting the
need to retrain.

E. Going serverless: FaaSification of the cloud
Function-as-a-Service (FaaS,also known as cloud func-

tions), is an emerging paradigm for cloud software devel-
opmentand deploymentin which software engineers express
arbitrary computations as simple functions thatare automati-
cally invoked by a cloud platform in response to cloud events
(e.g., HTTP requests,performance or availability changes in
the infrastructure,data storage and production,log activity,
etc.) – see also Figure 6 for a high-level architecture overview.
FaaS is the main building block of serverlesscomputing,
which is hence often used as a synonym for FaaS butcom-
bines FaaS with additional cloud services.FaaS platforms
automatically setup and tear down function execution envi-
ronments on-demand (typically using Linux containers [96],
[98] or sometimes micro VMs [97]),precluding the need for
developersexplicitly to provision and manage servers and
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Fig. 6: High-level overview of typical FaaS platforms:Re-
quests are sentto a router componentresponsible for load
balancing and authorization before being sentto a function
container (either an actual Linux container [96] or a mi-
croVM [97]) for execution on a VM or physical machine.

configure software stacks.Developers constructand upload
functions and specify triggering events. Functions are typically
written in high-level languagesincluding Python, Java,or
Node.js, leverage cloud services for their implementation, and
communicate via HTTP or similar protocols.

FaaS applicationsare characterized by large numbersof
transient, short-lived, concurrent functions. Because the cloud
(and not the developer)provisions the necessary resources,
and such functions (by definition) can tolerate a high degree
of multi-tenancy, application owners pay a very small fee (after
any “free tier” usage) for CPU, memory, and cloud service use
(e.g.,$0.20 per 1M invocations per month,and $0.00001667
per memory * execution time). To facilitate scale at a low price
point relative to virtual server rental,cloud providers restrict
function size (i.e., memory,code size, disk) and execution
duration (e.g.,5 minutes maximum).

Amazon Web Services (AWS)released the firstcommer-
cially viable FaaS,called AWS Lambda,in 2014 [99], [100].
Since thattime, the modelhas received widespread adoption
because of its simplicity, low cost, scalability, and fine-grained
resource control versus traditional cloud services. Its popular-
ity has spawned similar offerings in other public clouds (e.g.,
Google and Azure Functions) and open source settings,e.g.,
knix.io (previously known as SAND [101]), OpenWhisk [96],
OpenLambda [102],or the Serverless Framework [103].To-
day, FaaS is used to implement a wide range of scalable,
event-driven, distributed cloud applications, including websites
and Cloud APIs, Big Data analytics, microservices,image
and video processing,log analysis,data synchronization and
backup,and real-time stream processing.

The FaaS programming paradigm simplifiesparallel and
concurrentprogramming.This is a significant step toward
enabling efficiency and scale forthe next-generation (post-
Moore’s-Law era) of advanced applications, such as those that
interact with data and the physical world (e.g., the Internet
of Things (IoT)) [104], [105]. However,the complexity of
asynchronous programming thatthese new applications em-
body requires tools thatdevelopers can use to reason about,
debug,and optimize their applications.Today,some simple
logging services are available from serverless platforms to aid
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debugging.
FaaS opens up several cloud engineering questions regard-

ing the operation and the use of FaaS platforms.Operators
of FaaS platforms have to deal with the cold start prob-
lem [106]–[109],which occurs when a request does not meet
an idle function container/VM,and corresponding challenges
in predicting request arrival. Further challenges lie in function
scheduling, especially under consideration of data and possibly
with locally stateful functions [110], [111], and in function
placement when the FaaS platform spans cloud and edge [27],
[112], [113]. We also expect developments that will close the
gap between FaaS and streaming systems [22],[114]. From
the developer side,the main challenges are how to size func-
tions or how to build applications using various composition
approaches [115],[116], especially cross-provider,or how to
benchmark FaaS platforms [117],[118].

F. Ease of Cloud use: simplicity of serverlesscomputing
beyond FaaS

Today,there is an abundance of cloud services and open-
source tools available for developers.This, however,does not
make their life easier. It rather increasescomplexity since
having so many options createscognitive load (sometimes
called choice overload or overchoice),which may lead to
analysis paralysis:how can developers know thatthe choice
they made is optimal? At the same time, developersare
asked to delivermore functionality faster.This can only be
achieved when using cloud services that are easy to use
for developers.The majority of developersare not cloud
engineering experts (and do nothave time to become cloud
engineering experts).It is estimated thatthere are about27
million developers and only “4 million developers use cloud-
based development environments” [119] – that means that the
majority of professional developers (almost 75%) are not cloud
engineering experts.

From the beginning,the cloud promised on-demand access
to computing resources[120] but did not addresshow to
manage them when they are notused (the so-called “scale
to zero”) or how to easily scale up and down in response
to demand.The engineering tools were eventually provided,
but developerswere left with low-level building blocks –
for example,Netflix developed an internaltool to deal with
AWS auto-scaling groups called Asgard thatwas eventually
deprecated by Spinnaker[121] and complemented by Titus
container management [122] also developed by Netflix.Only
big companies may afford to investin building custom tools
used by their developersto fully take advantage of cloud
services.

There is a clear need to make the consumption ofcloud
services simplerfor developers which is arguably the main
driving force behind serverless computing gaining popularity.
As described above in the FaaSification section,developers,
when using FaaS, only need to write functionality as functions
that are invoked when needed and they are charged only for
time when function code is running with (auto)scaling taken
care of by cloud providers.The desire for simplicity is not

limited to the business domain as similar complexities exist in
the scientific domain [123].

Serverlesscomputing goes beyond FaaS and the same
approach (pay-only-when-functionality-used and auto-scaling)
is gaining popularity for other cloud services:cloud vendors
are now marketing many of their services as serverless in areas
such as Compute,Storage,Integration, Monitoring, Work-
flows, Devops, etc. Examples include AWS Serverless3, Azure
Serverless4, or Google Cloud Serverless5. Essentially,server-
less computing makes building cloud applications as easy as
building with LEGO: prefabricated bricks are assembled and
connected with small custom code parts (FaaS functions) and
most of the operational aspects (low-level cloud engineering)
is left to the cloud providers.

For cloud engineering research,the key challenge is focus-
ing on ease of use of cloud computing (and hence serverless
computing). The ultimate goal is to allow developers who
do not have cloud engineering expertise to getstarted and
be productive in building cloud-native applicationswithout
becoming cloud experts. Only this way, the long-term promise
of the cloud becoming like other utilities, such as the electrical
grid, will be realized.

G. Machine Learning plays an increasing role for cloud
systems

Given the scale of today’s cloud infrastructures,the large
number of cloud servicesand application componentsthat
cooperatively respond to the requests of thousands of users,
as well as the massive amount of concurrent tasks in parallel
cloud jobs, cloud systems cannotbe efficiently managed by
human operatorswithout appropriatetools. Therefore, in-
creasing automation ofmanagementand operation tasks is
required [61].For this, research and practice are increasingly
turning to ML, training and applying new models for cloud
resource managementand cloud operation.Significantprob-
lems that have been addressed in this way include capacity
planning, dynamic scaling and load balancing, scheduling
and placement,log analysis, anomaly detection,and threat
analysis.

A key area of work in this context focuseson having
resource managers automatically adapt resource allocation, job
scheduling,and task placement to the specifics of workloads,
computing infrastructures,and user requirements.The goal
is to reserve an adequate amountand type of resources for
the required performance of jobs and have resource managers
adjust to workload characteristics continuously by re-scaling
resource allocation and scheduling jobs based on their resource
demandsonto shared cloud resources.Several approaches
use performance models to provision and dynamically scale
resources fordata processing jobs [124]–[126],using either
profiling runs or historic executionsof recurring jobs to
train scale-out models. Many other works apply reinforcement
learning to integrate the exploration of potential solution

3aws.amazon.com/serverless
4azure.microsoft.com/solutions/serverless
5cloud.google.com/serverless
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spaces directly with an optimization towards given objectives
such as high resource utilization, low interference, and cluster
throughput.In this way, severalnovel cluster schedulers use
either classicalor deep reinforcementlearning methodsto
schedule varioustypes of cluster jobs in large data center
infrastructures [127]–[129].Other systems use reinforcement
learning, for example, to re-provision and scale microservices
towards given service-levelobjectives [130].Another possi-
bility is to apply techniques commonly utilized with recom-
mender systems, such as collaborative filtering, for scheduling
and placement in large cloud infrastructures [131], [132].
While there is no consensus yetas to which methods work
best for the different possible objectives and workloads,there
is a clear trend towards using ML and increasingly also deep
learning to optimize all aspects ofresource managementin
data centers.

The second area of active research and development focuses
on continuous monitoring,log analysis,and anomaly detec-
tion. Due to the scale of infrastructures and systems,human
operators increasingly have difficulties to work with the sheer
amount of monitoring data and logs generated in today’s data
centers. Therefore, a major trend is using ML to support cloud
operations, also referred to as AIOPs, in which extensive mon-
itoring is combined with stream processing and ML methods
to automate operationaltasks based on the state of systems.
A central task is noticing any performance degradations and
failures early on. Many specific examples ofworks in this
area identify anomalies using time-series forecasting,online
clustering, and other unsupervised methodson monitoring
data,traces,and logs [133]–[136].Other approaches use,for
instance,graph neuralnetworks to identify and locate issues
in connected microservices[137], [138]. A closely related
task is to automatically remediate issuesand threats once
they have been identified and before they lead to severe
outages, so that downtimes can be reduced and the availability
of cloud services is improved.For this task, reinforcement
learning has been proposed before [139], [140], to explore and
select remediation actions. However, having systems learn the
selection of remediation actions such as migrating or restarting
appliances through experimentation at runtime will not be an
option in many production environments.On the other hand,
reinforcementlearning also mightnot always dealwell with
the large solution spaces in any case.Therefore,other works
match problem cases and remediation actions based on what
has successfully resolved specific issuesin the past [141],
even though there has not been much work on applying super-
vised learning methods in a similar manner,training models
on actions thathave successfully resolved specific problems
previously.This is likely the case because training a model
for a supervised approach to automatic remediation requires a
sizable amount of training samples. Moreover, both case-based
approaches and supervised learning methods also assume that
what has worked to resolve issues in the past will work again
in similar situations in the future, which is not necessarily
a valid assumption for failures in large and complex cloud
systems.That is, while using ML for problem detection has
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Fig. 7: An attempt at a timeline of the discussed trends.

gained significant attention and produced good results, ML for
problem resolution is still only at the beginning.

Several key challenges remain for ML-supported cloud
resource management and operation in general. These include
the explainability and trust in model-based resource man-
agementdecisions,security and safety of ML model-based
cloud operations,as well as efficiently adapting large trained
models to new contexts as workloads and infrastructures
evolve.We, therefore,expectusing monitoring data,stream
processing, and ML to automate and improve the performance,
dependability,and efficiency of cloud systems to continue to
be a major trend in research and practice.

H. Summary
To recap, this paper makes the case for the following

challenges and opportunities in cloud engineering over the next
decade that will involve significant new research and products.

• Cloud as a continuum of resources from the edge to the
fog to the traditional data center,

• Constellation of Low Earth Orbit satellites providing
space-based clusters ofdynamically changing topology
of cloud resources,

• Increased integration of Distributed Ledgers and
Blockchains with the Cloud,

• Internet of Things and Artificial Intelligence becoming
the mainstay in Cloud Computing bringing increased
intelligence and automation,

• Relieving users from deployment and provisioning chal-
lenges through increased use of serverless computing,

• Data-driven machine learning modeling and controlof
critical applications

See also Figure 7 for an overview of these trends over time.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper focuses on the importance of cloud engineering
in the realm of Cloud Computing.It first lays out the con-
temporary landscape ofcloud engineering,and then delves
into the numerous challenges and opportunities for cloud en-
gineering as new advances in both hardware and software give
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rise to increasingly feature-rich cloud offerings and complex
distributed services.
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